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 Was created within HILLA programme that started in Oulu in 2015.
 Is now one of the ecosystems in AIF, Allied ICT Finland.
 Brings together the needs of business and skills of academia.
 Companies will get new business, researchers get funding and 

data.

Analytics plus

HILLA was a large program focusing on accelerating research to business and ICT to new industries through smart 
specialization. http://www.hilla.center/
Allied ICT Finland (AIF) is the largest research to business ICT network in the Nordics having 10 ecosystems, 11 
universities, over 3000 ICT researchers and 1200 ICT companies. https://alliedict.fi/

http://www.hilla.center/
https://alliedict.fi/
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Status
 Over 40 companies
 More than 500 data-analytics and AI researchers 

or experts

The Analytics+ ecosystem is 
 focusing on data analytics, machine learning and 

AI
 cooperating with other HILLA ecosystems in 

related topics, such as IoT, AR/VR, gaming, 
drones etc.

 cooperating with the Finnish Centre of Artificial 
Intelligence (FCAI)

Analytics plus growth network

Offerings
 to customers / end users: a whole set of data 

analytics products and services easily, 
efficiently and with good quality 

 to researchers: new partners/contacts, channel 
for commercialization, channel for employment, 
viewpoints of needs and challenges in business

 to member companies: more business, new 
customers, viewpoints and opportunities for 
contributing/participating in the latest research 
and development topics.

Finnish Center for Artificial Intelligence (FCAI) is a nation-wide competence center for Artificial Intelligence in Finland, initiated by 
Aalto University, University of Helsinki, and VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. Their mission is to create Real AI for 
Real People in the Real World—a new type of AI, which is able to operate with humans in the complex world—and to renew the 
Finnish industry with the new AI.

https://fcai.squarespace.com/


European AI alliance
AI HLEG

CLEAR, a CERN for AI

ELLIS, European Lab
for Learning & 
Intelligent Systems

Teknologiateollisuuden
Tekoälykiihdyttämö
yrityksille

Applied AI GE

https://alliedict.fi/
https://www.analytics.plus/
https://www.vttresearch.com/services/artificial-intelligence-ai
https://fcai.squarespace.com/
https://www.businessfinland.fi/ajankohtaista/uutiset/2018/silo.ai-kehittaa-tekoalyn-ekosysteemia-kasvumoottorirahoituksella/
http://nordic.ai/
http://www.aihelsinki.com/
https://www.tekoalyaika.fi/
https://teknologiateollisuus.fi/fi/tekoalykiihdyttamo
https://appliedai.de/
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 FENIX on-line business case management tool for sharing opportunities and for discovering the right 
partners. 

 PoCs, Proof of Concept case studies with industrial money

 Spearhead projects, large research project responding to the challenges and visions of industry. Both 
public and industrial funding.

 Business development via Hilla/ AIF Growth Mill (GM) and runway especially for start-ups

 SRE Shared research environments

 Problem oriented workshops that create solution concepts, trials or pilots focusing on the challenges 
of industrial companies

 Events for members

 Newsletter

Instruments and support for co-creation
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Difficulty

Va
lu

e

Descriptive
Analytics

Diagnostic
Analytics

Predictive
Analytics

Prescriptive
Analytics

What 
happened?

Why did it 
happen?

What will 
happen?

How can we 
make it happen?
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Fundamentals

Statistics

Programming

Machine learning

Text mining, NLP

Data visualisation

Big data

Data ingestion

Data Munging

Toolbox

AI competences

by S.Chandrasekaran
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Member companies

iSTOC
ULTIMATE.AI



Contact
information
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Leila Saari 
leila.saari@vtt.fi
+358 408208929
https://www.analytics.plus/

mailto:leila.saari@vtt.fi
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